Shaping policy for endangered ecosystems

Remote-sensing techniques first honed to track agricultural production and land-cover changes in America’s heartland now are enabling scientists and policymakers to grasp ecological degradation under way in the Cerrado, the second-largest geographical region in Brazil. A KU researcher from the Department of Geography and others are conducting research funded by the National Science Foundation.
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NIH aids KUMC research

What does Nancy Kassebaum Baker, former U.S. senator from Kansas, have to do with laser technology housed on the third floor of a KU Medical Center research building? More than you might think.
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Gift made for scholarship halls

In appreciation of his experiences as a scholarship hall resident, KU alumnus John Regier, Belmont, Mass., has made a $40,000 gift to provide lasting support for the halls.
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Class of 2013 University Awards

Nominations are due Friday, Feb. 1, for Class of 2013 University Awards, which recognize students who embody service excellence, dedication and/or stellar academic achievement.
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Law enforcement trainees graduate

The Kansas Law Enforcement Training Center, a division of KU Continuing Education, recently graduated 58 new officers representing 41 municipal, county and state agencies.
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